


Waves are displacements or disturbances (vibrations) that move through a medium or through space. 

The disturbance changes in magnitude:


over time with respect to a given location
•
From place to place at a given time
•

Examples:

Water waves when a rock is dropped into a pond
•
Sound waves produced by musical instruments
•

Waves transfer energy from place to place. 

Waves do NOT transfer matter. 

Mechanical waves (ex. sound) need matter (air) to travel. 

Transverse waves, or electromagnetic waves (ex. light) can travel through empty space.

It’s important to know something about waves in instances where a friend is afraid to stand in a room with a running 
microwave oven. 

In this activity, you will model a transverse wave. A cup will swing like a pendulum and create a transverse wave as you pull 
a paper below it at various speeds.  



Materials:

Small paper or plastic cup

String

Several sheets of paper, taped together (newspaper works well, if that’s still a thing at your house)

Sand, sugar, salt, flour, or water (if you have none of the other materials - its messy)

Any small children or grandparents who are already quarantined with you and are bored



Directions:


Punch a small hole in the bottom of the cup.  
1.
Make a loop of string from one side of the cup to the other (see image)
2.
Add 50-60 cm of string to the loop. 
3.
Suspend the cup from an upper cupboard knob and lay your paper on the counter 4.
below.

Tape over the hole and add the sand (or whatever).
5.
Uncover the hole, tap the cup so it swings perpendicular to the movement of the paper, 6.
and slowly move the paper perpendicular to the cup’s motion. 

If the sand (or whatever) does not flow out of the hole quickly enough, increase the size 7.
of the hole.

Congratulations! If you did this correctly, you will have created a sine wave!
8.
Carefully double (estimate) the amount of energy you used to move the cup. Make a 9.
second sine wave. How does the wave change?  

Email me a picture of your setup and your sine waves with your answers to the analysis 10.
questions, below.

Clean up your mess. Wash all the dishes. Clean the rest of the kitchen. Scrub the floor. 11.
Do all the laundry, and then go clean the garage. 




Watch this slinky video.  https://youtu.be/Zdw3rabl_kk

If you happen to have a slinky, get it out and play with it. Amaze everyone who’s quarantined at your house with your 
knowledge of waves and slinkies. Otherwise, use the videos and the image to help you answer the analysis questions.  



Now find a large flat pan (or the sink) and a pencil that floats. Fill the pan about halfway with water. Roll the pencil across 
the top of the water. Observe the waves. The speed of the waves through the water should appear to be constant.  Try 
rolling the pencil slower (lower frequency) and then faster (higher frequency). What happens to the wavelength in each 
case?  The equation  



	 	 wave speed = frequency X wavelength 



	 	 	 	 or 







Describes the relationship between wavelength, speed, and frequency.  
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This photo was in my computer  
files. I have no idea where it came 

from. 





Analysis: 

Possibly helpful images of a transverse wave compared to a compressional (mechanical) wave, and some detail on a 
transverse wave. 










 
















Frequency is a measure of the number of waves per unit time. It is determined by how many times the pendulum (in this 
case, the cup)  swings in a given time. If the pendulum makes 1 complete “swing” in 1 second, the frequency is

 1 swing/second of 1 Hertz (Hz.) 



The period is the time required to make 1 vibration. So:



 







 







Frequency and period are reciprocal of one another. 



Answer these questions on a Google doc in your folder or write them on paper and send a photo to me. Please include the 
question in your answer so I know what you’re talking about (write sentences). Thanks. 




What is a crest? Trough? Amplitude? 
1.
When making the transverse wave on paper, what happened to the wave when you doubled the energy you used? How 2.
do you know? Use terms from the images in your answer. 

When making the transverse wave in the pan of water, what happened to the wavelengths as you rolled the pencil 3.
faster? Slower? 

How did the wave on your paper change as you increased the amplitude of the pendulum’s swing?
4.
How did the wave on the paper change as you pulled the paper faster? 
5.
How are frequency and period related? What is the unit of each?  
6.
What is a transverse wave? A longitudinal wave? How can you measure the wavelength of each? 
7.
What is the relationship between the energy and the amplitude of a wave? 
8.
What is the relationship between the energy and frequency of a wave? 
9.
What is the relationship between the velocity, frequency, and wavelength of a wave? 
10.
When sitting in an anchored boat, you notice waves passing by.  You estimate their wavelength to be 2.3 meters. The 11.
wages pass the anchor chain at a rate of 36 waves every 30 seconds. What is the speed of these waves? 
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From some old book I don’t even have anymore.


From https://www.elprocus.com/wavelength-to-frequency-frequency-to-
wavelength-calculator/









